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With the UK Government continuing to
ease lockdown measures, increasing
numbers of companies and commercial
premises are opening for business after a
hiatus due to COVID-19. To help protect
the health of those making their way back
to the office, factory, shop, pub, gym or any
other place of work, a new ultra-effective
surface sanitiser – Hi-KLEEN – is being
introduced by Hi-line Industries. Spraying a
single coating of HI-KLEEN on to surfaces
such as doors, handles, handrails, chairs
and desks will not only kill coronavirus, it
will provide protection against further
contamination for up to five hours.

Hi-KLEEN has been specially formulated
to kill and inhibit both bacteria and viruses
(including enveloped viruses such as
coronavirus) on hard or soft surfaces
subject to frequent contact. Simply spray at
a distance of approximately 10–20 cm from
the surface to be treated for effective
protection. This odour-free, clear product is

ideal for offices, factories
(including food plants),
conference centres, sports
clubs, hospitals, health
centres, educational
facilities, care homes,
entertainment/hospitality
venues (including
restaurants and pubs), and
even transport. 
Notably, active biocides
present in the formulation
provide longer-lasting
protection than alcohol-
based preparations. Hi-line’s new surface
sanitiser does not stain, is non-corrosive
and will give a streak and smear-free finish
to most polished surfaces, including glass
and stainless steel. The product is safe to
use and alcohol-free, meaning that there is
no drying or irritation to the skin. 
To provide proof of efficacy in the control

of harmful micro-organisms, HI-
KLEEN has been tested to BS EN
1276, which is the European
standard for the bactericidal activity
of chemical disinfectants. In order
to meet the standard, products are
tested by an independent laboratory
and must kill 99.999% of bacteria
within 5 minutes. 
Composed of organic, non-
chlorinated solvents, HI-KLEEN is
offered by Hi-line Industries in both
500ml aerosols and disposable 17kg
canisters. The latter is particularly
useful for those looking to sanitise

entire rooms, providing a typical coverage
of 750 square metres. Canisters are
connected by either a 3.5 or 5.5 metre hose
to a spray gun, delivering an easy-to-use,
self-contained, time-saving spraying system
that requires minimal set-up. 

Any business owners or managers worried
about controlling the spread of COVID-19
as the country returns to work can rely on
HI-KLEEN to keep surfaces and rooms free
of harmful contamination, in turn
protecting the health of staff and visitors
alike.

Further information is available from: Hi-
line Industries Ltd, Green Street, Burton on
Trent, Staffordshire  DE14 3RT

Telephone: 01283 533377, Fax: 01283
533367               

e-mail: enquiries@hilineindustries.com
www.hilineindustries.com
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Give workplaces a clean bill of health

Relocating the location experts
Q 007Peldon Rose

Visitors to the new TomTom headquarters
in Belgrade, Serbia, are greeted by a tram
themed meeting room, inspired by the
historic infrastructure of the city.
The new office is situated in the green

heart centre, a relatively new area of the
city that was redeveloped in 2018 and aims
to function as a green oasis within
Belgrade, whilst providing high-tech spaces
embedded in an eco-friendly environment.
This is just one example of the many
quality developments which are springing
up around the city.
TomTom briefed Peldon Rose, to manage

the relocation, design and build process.
Bringing to life the personality and culture
of TomTom, as well as reflecting the city of
Belgrade, was a key objective.
The central wing of the new workspace

incorporates the historic transport network
within Belgrade, whilst referencing
TomTom’s own focus on location
technology. 
The office in Belgrade was influenced by

the brutalist architecture of the city. These
elements were then brought together with
the TomTom branding, to ensure it fits the
other offices around the world.”

Peldon Rose’s approach
helped support TomTom’s
transition to an activity-
based workspace,
providing their employees
with smart and agile ways
of working. Peldon Rose
designers also spent time
with the TomTom team to
really get under the skin
of the business and to
ensure the new office
space would be truly
tailored to the way the
team works.
A move to an activity-

based workplace also meant that many
spaces were able to be multi-functional. 
Sustainability also played a key role, with

the design incorporating LEED
accreditation to the fit out.  The finished
result includes elements such as using high
water efficient bathrooms and tapware, as
well as materials that have a high
percentage of recycled content throughout.
This has created a space filled with curated
design pieces that also is incredibly eco-
efficient.

It was not only vital to implement the
design, but also creating vibrant agile
working spaces.  Due to the long working
relationship we have built, we knew Peldon
Rose are reliable to translate all the
important elements into a working design
and bring fantastic end results to the table.
My favourite part of the project is the
central part of the floor, which is a
multipurpose lively area combined with
collaborative and social working spaces”



Worcester Bosch is excited to announce the launch of its
Greenstar 2000 boiler, replacing the Worcester 2000 launched last
year. 
The newly named price competitive boiler comes with a series of

improvements to make installation and maintenance even easier.
The natural gas-fired boiler was initially introduced in response to

installer requests to provide the brand’s renowned high quality and
reliability while answering the call for accessible pricing to
homeowners.  
The brand has continued to take installers’ feedback into

consideration, with the new-and-improved product enjoying several
improvements based on real life experiences from installers. These
upgrades include: 
• Full 230v controls compatibility 
• Easier PRV push-fit connection
• Copper tails, for CH flow and return, included for a quicker

installation
• Mains cable now replaceable
Ben from Adam’s Gas Heating is

excited to begin sharing this product
with his customers, “It’s a simple to
install, smart looking boiler that can
be quickly paired with the Comfort+
II control. An awesome boiler at a
great price!”
Along with these improvements, the

price of the boiler has also been
reduced. With the launch of the
Greenstar 2000, the current promotion
involving the Greenstar Comfort+ II
and Worcester 2000 will end.
However, the controller will still be in
the boxes of any remaining Worcester
2000 boilers.

The company has embraced many of the much-loved features and
installer benefits from the previous Worcester 2000, including:

• Condenses in hot water mode
• Quick to install with the option to pipe vertically to the boiler
• Easy access with removable side panels
• Simple to specify with maximum flue lengths of 9m

horizontally and 12m vertically (60/100)
• C6 heat exchanger is an evolution of the WB3 heat exchanger

which features in the company’s most popular combi boiler, the
Greenstar i 
• Ability to modulate down to as little as 4.8kW 35 degree hot

water temperature rise (10 & 12l/min) 
Suitable for apartments, small and medium sized homes with one

bathroom, the Greenstar 2000 is Worcester Bosch’s quietest combi
boiler, with hot water flow rates up to 12 l/min. Not only this, the
product also comes with a 5-year guarantee as standard and a 6-
year guarantee when installed with a Greenstar System Filter.
For more information, please visit: www.worcester-

bosch.co.uk/greenstar2000. Alternatively, follow Worcester Bosch
Professional on Twitter (@WorcesterBosch), Instagram
(@WorcesterBoschProfessional), Facebook
(@WorcesterBoschProfessional) and LinkedIn (Worcester Bosch
Professional). 
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As the number of Londoners looking for
work outside of the Capital surges by 31%
• The number of London-based jobseekers

searching for work outside the capital has
jumped by nearly a third, analysis by the
world’s largest job site, Indeed, reveals
• Essex is the most popular county among

Londoners seeking work elsewhere
• Exodus comes as London’s jobs market

recovers more slowly than anywhere else in
the UK 
Londoners are increasingly looking for

work outside the capital as the city’s jobs
market takes longer to recover from the
pandemic than anywhere else in the UK,
according to new data released by the world’s
largest job site, Indeed. 
Indeed analysed searches made on its

platform by London-based jobseekers, and
found that the number seeking jobs outside
the capital in August surged by 30.5%
compared to the start of the year. Taking out
seasonal factors, the figure was still 27.2%
higher than it was in August 2019. 
A sharp fall in the number of job vacancies

in the capital may be partly behind this trend.
On September 18, the number of London-
based jobs posted on Indeed was 54.6% down
on the same time last year, and barely above
the low point of -56.9% in early June. 
While all UK regions have seen overall

vacancies decline since COVID-19 hit in
March, the number of listings outside the
capital is picking up. By contrast, London’s
jobs market is further adrift from its pre-
pandemic level than any other in the UK, and
its recovery has flatlined. 
Indeed’s findings come as estate agents

report a spike in the number of Londoners
looking to move out of the capital. But while
that property trend is likely to be driven by
some citydwellers’ desire to find a home with
more space, Indeed’s data highlights a shift in
where Londoners want to work, rather than
live.
Four of the top five most popular

destinations among Londoners looking for
work outside the capital are counties
adjoining London, with Essex accounting for
one in 10 searches (10.3%).
The most popular destinations for

Londoners seeking work outside the capital
Location Searches (%) 
Essex 10.3%
Kent 8%

Surrey 7.6%
Hertfordshire 5.8%
Hampshire 5.2%
The popularity of the Home Counties

suggests that while Londoners have
broadened their horizons, many of those
looking beyond the capital for their next job
don’t want to go far.
The roles they’re searching for most

commonly tend to be non-specialist jobs. The
most popular are cleaner, customer service
representative and warehouse worker, with
the top five completed by retail assistant and
sales assistant.
Jack Kennedy, UK Economist at global job

site Indeed, comments:
“The prolonged absence of commuters and

tourists - and the spending they bring - from
central London is weighing down the pace of
job creation in the capital. Since the summer,
job vacancies have been springing up faster
outside London than in it.
“While London’s flagship financial and tech

sectors are still recruiting, the types of job
that Londoners are searching for most
commonly outside London tend to be roles
that were long abundant in the capital - from
retail to cleaning work - but which are now
scarcer.

Rise of the commuter
Q 007    Indeed

Worcester Bosch relaunch price competitive
combi boiler as greenstar

Q 009Worcester Bosch
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New data released by facilities services provider phs Group reveals
one in 20 premises remain closed after 43% were shut down during
the coronavirus lockdown. In London, the impact is even more
pronounced with the city failing to attract people back in the aftermath
of stringent COVID-19 lockdown measures.
The new phs Index, published six-months on from the onset of

lockdown, reports that 95% of organisations (businesses,
governmental and non-governmental organisations) across the UK are
now open following widespread closures; translating to one in 20
which are still shut down. However, Central London is lagging behind
the UK with just 90% of premises open; equating to one in 10 which
is still closed.
• Building occupancy has dropped
Nationally, the amount of washroom waste generated by UK

organisations in the last four months dropped by 49% year on year. As
a good proxy for building occupancy, this indicates the nation’s
organisations saw staff, visitor and customer levels almost halve this
summer as lockdown took hold. In London, the amount of waste
collected over the same period was down 73%, indicating a significant
drop in building usage that far exceeds the national average.
Despite the number of reopenings, premises are now still

significantly quieter with phs data showing a reduction in usage of
17% in August 2020 compared to pre-COVID levels meaning staff,
visitors and customers are not fully returning. London is feeling the
pain more than most with buildings a substantial 38% quieter in
August.
The findings are published in the new phs Index white paper, based

on phs’ analysis of more than 120,000 UK organisations across all
sectors and nearly 300,000 visits to customer premises each month,
delivering a range of facilities services, including washroom services.
Using this data, phs is uniquely positioned to identify trends in how
organisations are being impacted by COVID-19 including insights into
building closures and reopenings, rates of building occupancy and the
impact on different sectors and geographical regions.
• Food and accommodation the hardest hit sector
The phs Index reveals that at some point during lockdown, 43% of

total premises shut down. A total of 5% remain closed now. The
accommodation and food sector was the hardest hit with 73% of sites
shutdown at the peak of closures (reached at the end of May) and 8%
remaining closed today. The  arts, entertainment and recreation sector
was the second most affected with 62% of sites shutdown at the peak
of closures (reached in mid-June). Today, 11% remain closed – more
than double the national average. But it’s not just about public-facing
building; 38% of financial and business services sector sites were shut
at the peak of closures, reached at the end of May, with more than one
in 10 (11%) remaining closed today. With these sectors synonymous
with London’s economy, the prolonged closures in these sectors tell
the story of London’s struggle to bounce back. In addition, phs reports
that while 43% of education sites shut down at the peak of closures
(end of May), 99% opened their doors for the start of the new
academic year.
• Scotland experiences biggest closure rate
Across the UK, phs reports the distinct differences in the extent of

the closure of organisations . As a result of lockdown, more

organisations closed in Scotland
than anywhere else with 51% of
sites shutting down. By
comparison, 32% shutdown in
Northern Ireland, 42% shutdown
in Wales and 43% shutdown in
England – with the UK average
shutdown rate also 43%.  When it
comes to reopenings, 92% of
premises are open in Scotland,
95% in England, 96% in Wales
and 97% in Northern Ireland. 
• Lag in re-openings following restriction easings
The phs Index reveals the lag between the announcements of

lockdown restriction easings and reopenings, determining an average
of two weeks before organisations responded and still 5% of sites
remaining closed today. Analysing the response of the accommodation
and food service sector (including cafes, pubs, restaurants and hotels),
the phs Index reports:
• End of May: peak of closures in England with 72% of sites shut –

open rate of 28%
• Between end of May and 4 July: closures reduce to 48% – open

rate of 52%
• 4 July: UK Government allows cafes, pubs, restaurants and hotels

in England to reopen
• 1 week later (11 July): closures reduce to 40% – open rate of 60%
• 1 month later (4 August): closures reduce to 23% – open rate of

77%
• Now, 2+ months later: closures reduced to 8% – open rate of 92%
Interestingly, 24% of sites reopened before the official date of 4 July,

indicating businesses were reformatting themselves into takeaways,
home delivery outlets or essential retail outlets. However, the lag in
reopenings tells us many organisations were simply not ready; either
having not being given enough time to prepare or not having got to
grips with new social distancing measures – or that it was perceived to
be unsafe or not economically viable to reopen.
• Risk organisations may struggle to reopen
The concern for the 5% of sites that have been closed for as much as

six months is what happens next; phs analysis of 2008 recession data
reveals it took nearly five years for the economy to fully recover to its
pre-recession level. Over this period, phs experienced a cancellation
rate owing to permanent closure that was 65% higher than before the
recession. The question now is whether the remaining one in 20 closed
sites can weather the storm and be able to re-open.
• Consumer confidence still struggles
To find out more about consumer confidence, phs commissioned

new independent research, asking 2,000 people how they felt about
going into local businesses. Nearly one in five (19%) admitted to not
being very confident about hygiene measures while a quarter (26%)
are not confident about social distancing in these premises. This
implies that concerns about not being able to adhere to COVID safety
measures is holding people back from returning to the places they
would normally work and visit.
David Taylor-Smith, CEO of phs Group, said: “The new phs Index

gets to the heart of the impact of the coronavirus on organisations,
creating a barometer for closures and occupancy during a turbulent
and unpredictable time when organisations across the country shut
their doors overnight and people were told to stay home. While the
strictest period of lockdown is over, the phs Index demonstrates there
is a long way to go until organisations fully recover. Even though
we’re seeing reasonably high reopen rates for organisations, the real
story is that people – staff, visitors and customers – have not yet
returned with buildings being 17% quieter overall and 38% quieter in
London. It remains to be seen how many more people will return in
the coming months as the pandemic and risk of future local lockdown
plays out. In the interim, the only solution for organisations is to instil
indisputable staff and consumer confidence in their premises,
reassuring people that everything is being done to ensure their
premises is as safe as possible.”
For more information and to download the free phs Index white

paper, visit the phs website https://www.phs.co.uk/phsindex. You can
also follow @phsGroup on Twitter and phs Group on LinkedIn

PHS Index reveals one in 20 places still shutdown following
COVID lockdown

Q 021PHS Group
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Landmark redevelopment project Bradford Live has begun the
process to find a new contractor as it enters its main phase of
construction, with the issue of a selection questionnaire for
interested parties.

The project will transform Bradford city centre’s former Odeon
building into a multi-purpose live events venue, offering a strong
calendar of world class music, comedy and family entertainment,
as well as multi-purpose conference and meeting spaces.

The building, which turns 90 years old this month, will be run by
Birmingham-based NEC Group, who have made a 30-year
commitment to operate it, bringing their expertise in live events,
conferencing and catering to Bradford.

After the Odeon closed its doors in 2000, the building fell into
disrepair and was added to the Theatres at Risk register in 2008. In
2014 the council approved a plan by Bradford Live, a not-for-profit
distribution social enterprise, to create a live music venue after
inviting developers to submit commercially viable ideas for the
building. Planning permission was granted by Bradford Council’s
Development Committee in March 2019.

The project has benefitted from significant investment to date,
including a £357,500 investment from the Leeds City Region
Enterprise Partnership (LEP) (delivered by the West Yorkshire
Combined Authority), a £959,500 grant from the National Lottery
Heritage Fund and £4 million secured by the LEP from the
Government’s Northern Cultural Regeneration Fund.

Updated designs and timelines are set to be shared later this year
once the main contractor is appointed, with the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic meaning that the venue is now expected to
open in 2022.
Dan Boulger, the project’s mobilisation manager at the NEC
Group, said: “Beginning the tender process to find a contractor for
the next stage of construction marks an exciting phase in the
project, and we look forward to the interest we receive which has
already been very positive. Bradford Live continues to have the full
backing and enthusiasm of the NEC Group, despite a challenging
climate for live events currently.”
Lee Craven, founding Director of Bradford Live commented: “As
with many construction projects across the country, the COVID-19
pandemic has brought challenges which have led to some delays in
our timelines. However, this time has allowed our design team to
work without interruption on the detailed design. We have said
from the beginning that the former Odeon is a complicated
building with many surprises and much hidden heritage. We have
had to balance these challenges with the needs of a modern
performance venue, and I believe we have managed to do just that.
We look forward to sharing the revised plans publicly in the near
future.”
Councillor Alex Ross-Shaw at Bradford Council said: “Bradford
Live is an iconic project for the city of Bradford which is set to
bring a wealth of new visitors to the city centre, boosting the
economy and providing jobs and opportunities for the whole of our
region. It continues to have the full support of Bradford Council
and we look forward to seeing its progress over this next important
phase of the project.”
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News
Bradford Live begins process to enter main phase of
construction ahead of iconic building’s 90th birthday

Q 026Bradford Live

• Research released today - six months after
the UK’s lockdown - shows 4,058 businesses
have failed in this period across bars and
restaurants, construction, retail, logistics and
real estate 
• The analysis shows insolvencies in these

key sectors have racked up £773,460,406 of
insolvent debt
• This amounts to 27,138 individual unpaid

debts to creditors across the companies’
supply chains. 
The business failures in key sectors since

the UK locked down in March has created a
domino effect of debt amounting to nearly
£800m of invoices outstanding within their
supply chain at the point of administration,
according to corporate distress data analysts
Red Flag Alert.

With an average individual debt of
£28,501, the research found there are a
further 227 businesses across the bars and
restaurants, construction, retail, logistics and
real estate sectors, which are at very high risk
of failure. 
Construction is the sector with the most

lockdown business failures reporting 1,884,
owing a total of £364m to suppliers up from
£235m of insolvent debt from the same
period in 2019. A further 120 companies in
the construction industry are at high risk with
around half of them expected to cease trading
within seven days. Retail followed closely,
leaving £316m of insolvent debt in the wake
of the failures within the sector. 
Mark Halstead, a partner at Red Flag Alert,

explains: “When a company goes into
administration, understandably the immediate
focus is on the amount of loss of a brand or
legacy and the jobs potentially under threat.

The story that’s not often told is the
significant pressure this will place on the
businesses in their supply chain and the
sector that they operate within. The reality is
that this research shows more than 25,000
businesses have experienced unpaid bills
since lockdown because of the domino effect
of these business failures. 
“The overall figures seem stark, but in fact

they are lower than the same period last year
in terms of the total number of company
failures and the level of insolvent debt across
these sectors as a whole. Government
support for businesses has created a limbo
period. Unfortunately, the current outlook is
that we expect high levels of business
failures and payment defaults during the next
six months which will create more stress in
these key sectors. It’s never been more
important to understand the strength of the
companies within your supply chain and any
to pinpoint any potential distress.” 

New data shows knock-on effect of Domino Debt from lockdown business failures
Q 028Red Flag



Planning permission has been granted for a revolutionary multi-
million-pound ‘public service development’ at Western Way, Bury St
Edmunds – designed to unite public services with enterprising space.
The 17-acre development will provide a nationally ground-

breaking way to deliver integrated public services for its
communities, as part of a network of existing and planned ‘hub’
projects in West Suffolk.
The development will offer a new, state-of-the-art leisure centre

with an integrated health and social care hub, including large
amounts of new employment space, council services, police, an
advice centre, voluntary organisations, and community and education
services, all located within one building, improving public access,
service delivery and efficiency. 
As well as offering opportunities for multiple other partners to join

the scheme under the auspices of the government’s One Public
Estate programme, the project will repurpose a 10,000m2, 1960s
depot building as part of its sustainability objectives, including
significant infrastructure improvements and while further work will
take place on a green travel plan with the emphasis being on
reducing car travel.
The plans were approved by West Suffolk Council at a committee

meeting last week. A full range of services will be undertaken by
built environment consultancy Pick Everard - operating under
Perfect Circle’s unique collaboration, which works exclusively on
Scape Group’s Built Environment Consultancy Services (BECS)
framework – including architecture, building service, structural and
civil engineering, quantity surveying, sustainability including
BREEAM, BIM, highways engineering, interior design, and health
and safety.
Paul Darlow, regional lead for East Anglia at Perfect Circle, who is

also regional director at Pick Everard, said: “We are really pleased to
receive planning permission for the redevelopment of Western Way.
This is set to be a significant project for the region and will form
part of the long-term vision to create jobs and attract investment to
the area.”
The team has been working on the project since 2016, following

their work on the original masterplan and delivery of phase one,
West Suffolk House, in 2009; producing master planning options,
project costs and supporting the business case, which were presented
in 2019.

Over this period, the team has been providing a large range of
services to deliver this second phase, including architecture, building
services, structural and civil engineering, quantity surveying,
sustainability including BREEAM, BIM, highways engineering,
interior design, landscape and health and safety.
Victoria Brambini, managing director at Perfect Circle, said: “This

latest step in the Western Way development has been a long time in
the making, following several years of hard work alongside the
council to bring this ambitious concept together and create detailed
plans for the public service development.”
Councillor John Griffiths, leader of West Suffolk Council, said:

“We are pleased that another important step has been taken along the
way to deliver another ground-breaking initiative in West Suffolk.
Not only will people be able to access health, leisure, education and
public services on one site, but it shows that working together across
the public sector in new ways can bring greater benefits to health
and wellbeing. We are now looking forward to working with our
partners to consider the next stages of delivering this long-term and
exciting project, which if anything, recent events have shown is even
more needed than ever”.
Councillor Jo Rayner, portfolio holder for leisure, culture and

community hubs, said: “Western Way is part of the way public sector
partners in Suffolk are working across traditional boundaries to
improve outcomes for our communities. Mildenhall Hub is another
such project nearing completion which brings services together in
one place so people can benefit from a more holistic approach to
their needs, such as having complementary facilities and expert
advice, such as health and leisure, together in one place.”
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Keylite Roof Windows (Keylite), part of
The Keystone Group, has appointed Jim
Blanthorne as Managing Director, with
effect 1st September 2020.
With over 18 years’ experience in

operations and senior management roles
within the building products market,
including four years as Operations Director
for Keylite, Jim brings a wealth of
knowledge and passion to the role.
Jim commented: “In my new role I’m

looking forward to building on the
successes of previous years. Keylite is a
multi-award winning, global supplier
committed to manufacturing innovative
products supported by extensive R&D and
exceptional quality.

“We have a fantastic
team; together we will
continue to provide
outstanding service to
our customers and
progress our relentless
pursuit of innovation.
Keylite has undergone
a major investment
programme in recent
years and we will continue to invest to
ensure we deliver on these promises.”
Sean Coyle, Chairman of the Keystone

Group, added: “I am delighted that Jim is
taking over the reins at Keylite Roof
Windows after having played a huge role
in the successful development and growth
of the company over the last four years. On

behalf of the Keystone Group Board, we
look forward to working with Jim to
deliver our ambitious growth objectives for
the business.” 
For more information on Keylite Roof

Windows please call 01283 200 158, email
info@keylite.com or visit
www.keyliteroofwindows.com.

Jim Blanthorne appointed
as MD for Keylite Roof
Windows

Q 029Keylite

News

Transformational public service development plans
approved in West Suffolk

Q 027Perfect Circle

e-mail your news to shirley@qubeonline.co.uk
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Leading family-owned construction, property services and
residential development company, the Wates Group, has today
appointed a new Managing Director of its £145m specialist fit-out
and refurbishment division, Wates Smartspace.
Scott Camp, currently the division’s Commercial Director, was

appointed after a competitive recruitment process and will take up
his new role from 1 September 2020, reporting to David Morgan,
Executive Managing Director, Wates Property Services.
Today’s announcement forms part of a series of changes at the

Wates Group, which were launched last month as it restructures its
operations to focus on the opportunities that lie ahead in its key
markets. The restructure saw former Smartspace MD, Helen
Bunch, take over the leadership of the Group’s successful
Residential business and saw Smartspace become part of the Wates
Property Services (WPS) business.
Scott joined Wates in 2002 as a project surveyor, having spent the

previous six years at the specialist shop-fitting contractor, Plaza
Interiors. Since joining Wates, Scott has held a number of positions
within the business. In his most recent role as Smartspace’s
Commercial Director, he led a national team of 65 surveyors with
great success.
Scott Camp said: “These are challenging times for our industry,

but I believe Smartspace is uniquely positioned to find
opportunities as customers review how they use their premises in a
post-pandemic environment.
“Smartspace has the flexibility to adapt and respond quickly to

changing circumstances, and recent appointments to help

Government departments reopen
their premises on a COVID-secure
basis have demonstrated how our
teams can be trusted to work
under pressure and in critical
environments.
“We work across an enormous

range of sectors right across the
UK and are actively discussing
with many of our customers how
we can help them upgrade and
make best use of their estates. I look forward to leading the
business through this next, exciting stage of our development and
growth.”
David Morgan, Executive MD, Wates Property Services, said:

“The addition of Wates Smartspace to the WPS portfolio is a great
boost to our business. With Scott at the helm I am confident that
Smartspace will be able to take advantage of the synergies of being
part of a wider organisation and build on our established
relationships – particularly in the public sector. Scott brings a
wealth of experience and knowledge to this role and I look forward
to welcoming him to the senior management team.”

In 2019, Wates Smartspace undertook 600 projects across the
UK, including the fit out of recently- completed new Government
hub in Scotland, Queen Elizabeth House, in Edinburgh, for Her
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs. Other key clients include all four
major UK banks, the BBC, the Ministry of Justice and M&S, for
which it has completed 200 food halls and 50 full line stores.

News
Wates appoints new Managing Director for Smartspace division

Q 030Wates Property Services
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Planning permission has been granted by Nottingham City Council
for the highly anticipated multi-million-pound development of
Nottingham’s Guildhall, which brings the currently vacant building
into its next lifetime and will create more than 250 jobs for the city. 
The planning application was submitted by a joint venture between

Locksley Hotels Ltd and hotel group Ascena in May 2020, detailing
plans for a 162-bed, four-star hotel, which will include a rooftop fine
dining restaurant, spa and wedding and conference facilities. 
The hotel will house luxury rooms and existing courtrooms in the

building will be converted into bar and restaurant facilities, retaining
the original listed features. The modern extension to the northern
elevation of the existing building will also utilise high-grade materials
to give a nod to Nottingham’s lace heritage in its design.
John Wilby, project lead for Ascena, said: “Having most recently

housed the city council’s offices, Nottingham’s Guildhall is an iconic
building in the city centre, which has hosted a magistrates’ court,
police station and fire station since it was built in 1887. After it has
sat vacant for the best part of a decade, we’re pleased to have hit this
significant milestone in breathing new life into it. The development
will not only bring jobs to the area but will also help elevate the city
as a tourist destination.”
The Guildhall building itself will house the hotel following a

sensitive restoration of the Grade II listed building and Fire Station
House, while more modern extensions at the back of the building will
be demolished and rebuilt.
Jack Turton, director of Ascena, said: “We have been working

closely with our heritage consultant Turley and Historic England to
ensure that this iconic building is brought back to its former glory. As
well as this, an existing latter-day extension to the northern elevation
of the Guildhall will be demolished and rebuilt.
“We’re thrilled to have been working in close collaboration with the

city council to help bring its former home to life, and now that
planning consent has been granted we hope to begin work on site in
the coming months.”
Councillor David Mellen, leader of Nottingham City Council, said:

“I’m very pleased that these exciting proposals to turn Nottingham’s
Guildhall into a high-quality hotel have been given the go ahead. It’s
something we have been keen to happen for a long time and our
planning officers have worked with the developers to help them shape
a development which respects the history of this grand old building
and bring it back into use.
“The mixture of uses on the rest of the site will help to reinvigorate

this part of the city centre at a time when new developments and the
jobs they bring are very welcome indeed.
“This investment in the city shows ongoing confidence in

Nottingham and will complement other schemes that are transforming
the city centre into a new destination for residents, businesses and
visitors.”
Ascena owns and runs a number of luxury hotel and restaurant

facilities around the UK, one of which is the Birmingham restaurant
Opheem – one of only ten Indian restaurants in the UK to achieve a
Michelin star - which is run by Ascena business partner Aktar Islam.
Aktar, who is a former winner of The Great British Menu and The F
Word, will be running the rooftop restaurant of the Guildhall
development.

Planning granted for multi-million-pound Nottingham Guildhall
development

Q 031Ascena
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Corps Security begins pilot scheme which
equips officers with speech to text and
translation tools to overcome communication
issues caused by wearing face masks, and
addresses language barriers.

Forty Corps Security officers across retail sites
in Birmingham, Cheltenham and Exeter have
access to transcription functionality (audio to
text), written text translating capability and verbal
conversation translation between two different
languages. All services are delivered via mobile
application and operate offline eliminating the
need for internet connectivity.

Corps has implemented the transcription
service to support communication difficulties
posed by wearing a face mask. Individuals with
hearing impairments can struggle to understand
a security officer wearing a face mask as facial expressions
and lip reading are severely hindered. This technology
integration ensures security officers can effectively deliver
critical safety information about Covid-19 and associated
social distancing measures, and ensure the information is fully
understood. It also ensures staff, clients and members of the
public have a tool to help them raise any concerns and ask
questions when a face mask can potentially hinder their own
verbal communication.

When language barriers arise, the verbal conversation
translation function offers an automatic translation of two-way
dialogue as each person speaks, so there’s no need to take
turns operating a translation tool. The written text translation
service offers an alternative stream of communication. It’s
helps a security officer understand what a person is trying to
communicate, and helps that person feel assured that what
they are communicating has been understood accurately.

This new speech to text and translation technology pilot
scheme is led by Neil Shanks, National Account Manager,
Corps Security. Commenting on the benefits of the scheme,
Shanks said: “Language barriers present security officers with
challenges and now we also have the added barrier of face
masks which hinder communication. This technology
integration could be a key differentiator in ensuring Covid-
secure safety information is understood and adhered to, and
in determining positive outcomes of stressful situations such as
a missing child or preventing a suicide attempt.”

Mike Bullock, CEO, Corps Security said: “Integrating this
transcription and translation functionality means our officers
are in a stronger position to support our customers and
members of the public, and it helps us improve the quality of
our service. We can ensure important safety information is
conveyed at a time where communicating health and safety
measures is absolutely paramount.

Corps Security trials speech to text and
translation technology

It has recently been reported that thousands of pounds worth
of tools were stolen from a building site in Bridge of Weir. Two
men were spotted on CCTV getting out of a van and removing
fencing, subsequently stealing a reversable plate compactor,
thought to be worth around £2,000, and a road saw worth
£1,000. Despite security measures being in place, namely
CCTV and fencing, these culprits were able to access the site
at a potential detriment to the project’s profitability. If anything
is to be learnt from this, it’s that CCTV alone does not suffice –
but what more can be done to protect a site from theft?

Every project manager will of course want to protect their
site, team and end-results, especially during this period of
unprecedented uncertainty. The industry has been shaken and
thefts have become increasingly pertinent over recent months;
for your site to be sufficiently protected, more needs to be
done. This need not be a daunting task; security is not an
overwhelming feat. With guidance, every site can be stringently
and comprehensively protected.

My name is Kai Stok and as the founder of Stok K9 Security
Services, a leading provider of security services for construction
projects across the UK, I have experience in creating well-
rounded security strategies. Designed to effectively prevent
thefts, our services are reliable and effective. To help you
achieve this, I have outlined my top tips below:

1. Start with the basics, think CCTV.

When you think about security measures, your mind
inevitably drifts to the use of CCTV. Creating invaluable
recordings across your site, capturing any potential criminality
for later use, CCTV is, undoubtedly, of utmost importance.
However, whilst CCTV might sound simple it’s not an
investment you can afford to simplify nor underestimate; CCTV
systems come in all shapes and sizes, demonstrating varying

How to effectively protect your site from thefts
worth thousands
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degrees of quality. If you want your CCTV
system to be efficient then you need to
consider a range of factors. 

Firstly, consider whether you’re working with
cutting edge technology; new CCTV cameras
are constantly being designed, improving upon
previous models. For example, their pixilation
will constantly improve, they’ll become
increasingly weather resistant and more. At
Stok K9 Security Services we proactively
embrace new technology, providing our clients
with the very best. A prime example of optimal
CCTV software is cameras’ ability to detect
movement and zoom-in/re-align, creating
more specific and useful recordings.

Similarly, it’s important that you consider why
you’re investing in CCTV cameras and their
subsequent placement. Where possible, install
CCTV cameras in sheltered areas, avoiding
your footage being tarnished by the ravages of
British weather. Ensure they cover any high-risk
entrance/exit routes.

Finally, consider whether your CCTV cameras
are connected to a team of security personnel.
CCTV is fantastic, but you don’t want for it to only satisfy the
glory of hindsight. It’s important that you’re able to address
potential thieves should they make it onto your site.

2. Embrace the benefits of dog security.

Dog security is all-too often overlooked within the
construction industry; many assume that the dogs aren’t cared
for, or that their abilities don’t equate to the advantages of
technology-driven solutions. This is far from the truth. Security
dogs undergo extensive and ongoing monthly training; from
bite work to agility, obedience training and more, qualified
dogs adhere with strict BS8517-1 standards. They are
professional, instinctive and their unique senses are
incomparable to technology; they are uniquely able to detect
risks where we are not, whilst they act as both a deterrent and
a tool by which you can respond to criminality in real-time.

It’s also important to note that security dogs are
accompanied by trained handlers. By choosing to embrace
dog security, you naturally equip your site with the experience
and skills of trained dogs and guards, creating an incredibly
powerful deterrent which promises to discourage even the
most determined of trespassers.

3. Ensure your team are sufficiently trained.

As with security dogs, it’s vital that all security personnel are
sufficiently trained. You must be able to trust these individuals
to fulfil their purpose, successfully protecting your site(s) from
external risks. For example, our manned guards are SIA

licensed officers, screened in accordance
with BS7868 – this should always be a
necessity.

Meanwhile, consider whether you would
like for your guards to be uniformed. In our
experience, uniforms are very effective,
unquestionably demonstrating your guards’
authority.

4. Consider the unique requirements of
your site.

Every construction site has unique
requirements; from the size of your site to its
location, the value of your equipment and
the number of employees who work on your
premises, there are a number of factors
which should be considered when creating

a comprehensive security
strategy.

If your site is particularly
large then you will need to
invest in comparatively
more security measures. For
example, you’ll likely
require a higher number of
CCTV cameras and more
frequent patrols around
your site. Similarly, if your
site is in a high-risk area
then you ought to consider
which measures will be
most effective; if thefts are
frequent within the local
community, then I would
suggest harnessing the
authority of dog security
and manned guarding. 

I would also like to
emphasise the importance
in continuously re-
evaluating your security
strategies. The industry,
economic climate and
national crime rates are
constantly changing,
meaning the ways by which
you protect your site should
naturally evolve. This will

help to ensure that your security measures act as a long-term,
worthwhile investment. 

If your cameras’ quality begins to deteriorate, speak with
your security service providers, or local advisers, about which
new software would be an appropriate replacement. Should
your manned guards benefit from further support, transition
from manned guarding to dog security. Your security measures
should not be static. 

5. Work with credible service providers.

If you decide to utilise the expertise of security service
providers then it’s crucial that you only work with reputable
businesses who stringently vet their guards, provide consistent,
ongoing training, advise appropriately and genuinely
understand the construction landscape. It’s also important that
they’re able to be adaptable, adjusting your security services in
conjunction with your business’ ever-changing needs.

At Stok K9 Security Services we are always willing to adjust
our patrol frequency, strategies and services to adhere with
your preferences. Security is a sensitive and important thing to
get right, you don’t want to invest in services which prove to
put your construction site, or profits, at risk. Do your research,
ask as many questions as you can and find a partner you can
trust.

For more information about Stok K9 Security Services visit
www.stokk9services.com.
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Carbon, construction and the climate crisis:
What role does procurement play?

Carbon Zero Buildings

In order to stand any chance of meeting the UK
government’s targets, 100 per cent of all new buildings
must be designed to be zero-carbon within the next five
years, and 100 per cent of all new buildings constructed
must be zero-carbon within the next decade. Procuring new
developments through effective framework agreements is
one way of moving more swiftly to a zero-carbon circular
economy, so says Jason Stapley, managing director at
Pagabo. 

Over the next 40 years, the world is expected to build
230 billion square metres of new construction, adding the
equivalent of Paris to the planet every single week. This
means that we must act now to meet the challenge of
building net zero developments not just to meet
government targets in the UK, but also to create a better
future for every person on the planet. 

The first challenge is the understanding of what the move
to carbon neutrality means from a construction point of
view. 

The London Energy Transformation Initiative’s (LETI)
Climate Emergency Design Guide revealed that 49 per cent
of annual carbon emissions in the UK are attributable to
buildings, that all new buildings must operate at net zero-
carbon by 2030, and all buildings must do the same by
2050. 

However, when discussing carbon neutrality in
construction more education is still needed. Achieving net
zero is not simply about the construction phase, it is about
whole life carbon effect. 

The carbon footprint of any building is made up of a
combination of embodied and operational carbon – i.e.
producing a building’s materials, their transport and
installation on site, as well as their disposal at the end of
life, and how the building is run operationally following
occupation, including maintenance, repair and replacement. 

Whole life cost is the second big challenge. It’s imperative
that that people understand that building something now
doesn’t mean building something for themselves. While
they may use the building in the short term, they are really
constructing something that will be there for several
decades at least – so they are building for future
generations. 
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So, it’s not about a race to the bottom and building the
cheapest now. We must examine how we don’t just ‘hit’ targº
works needs to be done. If we design and build to the best
achievable levels right now, we could eliminate the need for
major replacement and maintenance before a building’s end of
life. 

Many organisations are calling for the coronavirus recovery to
be a green one, providing a springboard for longer term
change.

The Committee for Climate Change published its 2020
progress report to Parliament in June on the efforts to reduce
carbon emissions in the last year, highlighting key investment
priorities for the coming months including the strengthening of
the energy network, improved infrastructure for walking, cycling
and remote working, low carbon retrofits and a rapid move
towards a circular economy. 

As well as this, the Committee also identified opportunities to
support the transition and recovery by investing in the UK’s
workforce and in lower carbon behaviours and innovation
through reskilling and retraining programmes, and targeted
science and innovation funding. With less than five years to be
designing at a fully net zero-carbon level, it’s crucial that we
do all we can to not just change attitudes, but behaviours as
well.

However, for all the conversation around zero-carbon builds,
we must examine the fact that operational carbon levels are
likely to be higher than embodied levels over the lifespan of a
building. Changing attitudes and introducing energy efficiency
will be a gamechanger. Many people are already waking up to
the global crisis we are facing – and the coronavirus pandemic
has helped with some of this general climate change education
as we saw global air pollution fall during lockdowns. 

Research conducted by Energy UK with PwC showed that
there was a 15 to 20 per cent reduction of energy demand
during the UK’s lockdown period when compared to the same
period in 2019, and evidence has shown that 30 per cent of
consumers are paying closer attention to their energy usage
since working remotely. Home working has also seen a
flattening in daily peaks of energy usage in the domestic
market. 

The government is working hard towards its election promises
to build at least a million new homes by 2025, and with the
workforce expecting greater flexibility in home working options
post-COVID, the housing market is an important area for
driving towards better energy efficiency for tenants and
lowering carbon contributions.

Energy UK’s report showed that the reduced energy demand
during lockdown meant that 40 per cent of energy supply came
from variable renewable generation in April 2020. If we design

our buildings in the most effective way now, these are the
kinds of benefits we will be able to continually reap in the
near future. One major area of work identified by LETI that will
need to be done in the UK specifically is our use of heat in the
winter – and as summer heatwaves increase in frequency, we
will see increased electrical usage for keeping cool too. Simply
put, our housing stock needs to work harder so that our
utilities don’t need to. 

In the emergency summer budget at the beginning of July, the
Chancellor confirmed a £3bn green jobs plan, with £2bn being
spent to subsidise households their homes more energy
efficient, and a further £1bn being used to fund the energy
efficiency of public sector buildings.

But where do framework providers come into the picture?

Simply put, as the UK government is committed to achieving
net zero-carbon emissions by 2050, everything procured via
framework agreements will have to meet these requirements. 

At Pagabo, we are passionate about creating a better future
for all, and we have clear requirements for sustainability for
those applying to be on our frameworks. As well as this, zero-
carbon aims are laid out during the initial procurement stages
of any project to ensure that the best possible work is being
made from day one when it comes to sustainable
development. 

We have seen clients continuing to progress – and even
accelerate – the design phase during the pandemic, so it’s of
critical importance that these accelerated projects still meet the
necessary requirements of a carbon neutral development. 

Frameworks need to perform differently post-COVID in a
variety of ways, particularly to help realise government
objectives. Working with clients and supply chain alike towards
a circular economy through expert guidance will be one of the
central roles that companies like ourselves will need to play.

In its ‘Project Speed’ package, the government has already
laid out its plans to ‘build back better’ and ‘build back
greener’, but it’s crucial that everyone across the construction
sector in particular pulls together to make sure that happens. 

Pagabo’s latest ‘Building Blocks’ podcast episode discusses
carbon zero in construction and features Jose Hernandez,
director at Pick Everard, Jane King, UK environment manager at
Morgan Sindall Construction and Paul Chatwin, associate at
Cundall. Listen to the episode on Anchor or YouTube.

For more information about Pagabo and its frameworks,
please visit https://www.pagabo.co.uk/. 

Carbon Zero Buildings
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In a sweeping survey of employees and business leaders
across 11 nations, The Workforce Instituteat UKG (Ultimate
Kronos Group) found only a fraction of employees (20%) felt
their organisation met their needs during the initial months of
the COVID-19 pandemic. But there is a silver lining: a third of
employees globally (33%) say they trust their employer more
now than before the pandemic began because of how
organisations reacted.

“Hindsight 2020: COVID-19 Concerns into 2021,"
commissioned by The Workforce Institute at UKG and
conducted by Workplace Intelligence, explores how nearly
4,000 employees and business leaders in Australia, Canada,
China, France, Germany, India, Mexico, Netherlands, New
Zealand, the U.K., and the U.S. felt about their employer’s
initial COVID-19 response and examines the top needs and
concerns of the workforce through 2021.

In these uncertain times and as we enter a new period of
increased restrictions, there are many employee expectations
and concerns that business and HR leaders must address in
order to alleviate anxieties around the world of work.

Research found that, according to U.K. workers, less than half
of U.K. organisations were prepared to manage through the
start of the COVID-19 pandemic (42%) and their organisations
made mistakes during the pandemic (44%). However, more
than half (53%) of U.K. workers say their organisation went
above and beyond expectations during the pandemic.

Looking ahead, less than two thirds (57%) of U.K. workers
believe that their organisation will be prepared to manage
through another potential spike in cases of COVID-19. With this
in mind, the research highlights the following key workplace
concerns and expectations.  

Communication is key, alongside swift decisions

Globally, the most common complaint about the initial
pandemic response is that it was too slow, according to a third
(36%) of workers, who wished offices closed faster and safety
measures for essential workers were implemented sooner.
However, in the U.K., the most common complaints were that
workers wished their organisation had acted with more
empathy for employees (31%) and communicated sooner and
more openly (31%). This was then followed with 28% wishing
the response had been quicker.

It's not all about physical health – mental health is more
important than ever

The biggest employee operational concern in the U.K. is
balancing their workloads (42%) so they don’t get burned out.
With over half of U.K. workers stating that they’ve been
working either the same or more hours regularly since the start
of the pandemic (51%), it’s imperative that organisations
recognise this and respond accordingly. Overall, over half
(53%) of U.K. workers say their organisation has taken at least
some measures to guard against burnout; this rises to three in
five (59%) globally.  

Overall, organisations are focusing more on ensuring staff do
not burn out, which is further reflected in the fact that the top
three concerns about operating over the next 18 months in the
U.K. are: future redundancies or furloughs due to economic
instability (40%), ability to help employees balance workloads
to prevent fatigue/burnout (39%), and the ability to offer
necessary learning and development opportunities.

Future redundancies are also a concern for employees, with
two fifths of U.K. workers (40%) concerned about future
redundancies and furloughs due to economic instability created
by COVID-19. This is equally a concern in China (44%), Mexico
(41%), Canada (40%), and the U.S. (37%), but less of a
concern in France (26%) and the Netherlands (27%).

Cleanliness, commuting, and common areas are cause for
concern

While 45% of workers worldwide say overall cleanliness is a
top concern going forward, they’re equally concerned with
using shared common areas like lounges and restrooms (42%)
as well as shared workspaces like conference rooms (37%).
More than a third of all employees (35%) also voiced concern
about passing through high-traffic areas such as lifts,
staircases, and waiting rooms.

Physical workplace concerns vary by country: In India and
France, the top concern is safely commuting to the workplace
(72% and 50%, respectively), while overall cleanliness and
sanitation is most worrisome to those in Mexico (60%), Canada
(50%), Germany (47%), Australia and New Zealand (46%), the
U.S. (44%), and the U.K. (42%). In China, two-thirds (63%) are
worried about passing through high-traffic areas while a third
of employees in the Netherlands (35%) are nervous about
shared common areas.

In terms of person-to-person contact, 46% are concerned
about being quickly informed about presumed or confirmed
positive COVID-19 cases in the workplace and 43% are
concerned about their company’s ability to react quickly to
presumed or confirmed positive COVID-19 cases in the
workplace.

Only 13% of global employees are worried about movements
being tracked at work to fight COVID-19 – including fewer than
one in 10 Gen Zers and younger Millennials2 (8%) – signalling
they may recognise the immediate safety benefits in this
approach to aid contact tracing.

Dr. Chris Mullen, Ph.D., SHRM-SCP, SPHR, executive director,
The Workforce Institute at UKG says, “As organisations around
the world operate through an unprecedented global pandemic,
they need to double down on their employee experience
strategy. However, instead of looking for trendy perks, they
must get back to the foundational needs every employee
requires: physical safety, psychological security, job stability,
and flexibility. Among employees who trust their organisation
more now than before the pandemic, 70% say the company
went above and beyond in their COVID-19 response. By truly
putting the employee first, a mutual trust will begin to take
hold that will propel employee engagement – and the success
of the business – to new levels.”

Dan Schawbel, managing partner, Workplace Intelligence;
advisory board member, The Workforce Institute at UKG adds,
“While organisations made mistakes during the early days of
the COVID-19 pandemic, employees also recognise the
unprecedented nature of this once-in-a-generation event.
Instead of dwelling on what went wrong, employees want their
employers to adapt and evolve as quickly as possible. Those
that have made changes to address and protect employees –
specifically physically, emotionally, and with economic stability
– have earned newfound employee trust, which will be a
valuable commodity that helps ensure future success.”

Workplace Concerns

Physical safety, psychological security, job stability:
employees worldwide share top COVID-19 concerns for the workplace of today and tomorrow
The Workforce Institute at UKG uncovers lessons learned from the early months of the pandemic
to create inspiring workplaces through 2021
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If you’ve watched the television
programme, Ben Fogle: New Lives in
The Wild, then you might be familiar
with the number of people that are
scrapping a modern life for an entirely
sustainable one. But while not all of us
will be ditching our current homes for a
house powered by the sun, at least not
anytime soon, many of us aspire to own
an environmentally friendly home. Here,
Nick Cowley, managing director at
leading window and door manufacturer
Euramax, explains how little changes to
your home could make a big difference
to the environment. 

With climate change now firmly
cemented in the public consciousness,
we’re encouraged every day to reduce
our carbon footprint by reducing meat
consumption, transport and plastic
usage. Although, it can take time to
adapt to these lifestyle changes, one of
the most significant ways to become
more environmentally friendly is to
make immediate changes to your home. 

From capsule homes that are
camouflaged with grass, to £800,0000
zero-carbon homes in Oxfordshire, sustainable homes are being
developed in many ways. However, it is possible to achieve a
more sustainable home without moving.  

Installing insulation
Homes in the UK contribute to 27 per cent of the UK’s

greenhouse gas emissions and, according to Evergreen Energy,
24 million homes in the UK have a loft, but only 17 million of
these homes have loft insulation that is 150 millimetres (mm)
— when in fact the recommended thickness is 270mm.
Insulation prevents heat from escaping, which insulates your
home without needing to switch the heating on.

Installing insulation is an easy, effective and environmentally
friendly way of minimising the amount of greenhouse gases
that are used to produce energy that heats a home,
contributing towards a more sustainable lifestyle.  

Material considerations
Perhaps the biggest change to achieve a sustainable home is

to consider the materials that are used to construct a property.
While some people have gone the extra mile by building
homes in the ground to use the natural heat from the earth to
warm the house, modern homes can become more sustainable
by considering the material choice of the windows and doors. 

Inefficient windows and doors are responsible for 25 per cent
of heat loss from a home, which means it’s vital to ensure a
thermally efficient material is used for your windows and
doors. 

Composite doors, like the ones from Euramax, offer energy
saving benefits due to the 44mm thick insulating core, which

prevents valuable heat from escaping. In addition, Euramax’s
doors are A-rated for their energy efficiency by The British
Fenestration Rating Council (BFRC), ensuring that your home
retains as much heat as possible.

Maintenance
Although insulation and composite materials are an effective

way to achieving an energy efficient home, it becomes
irrelevant if the glazing used for your windows and doors has
not been maintained. This is why it’s important to evaluate the
condition of your windows and doors.

If you can feel cool air around your window or notice
condensation in between the panes, this indicates that the seal
around the glass has worn. This not only means that heat is
seeping through the pane, but leads to higher energy bills.

To maintain a sustainable home, it’s crucial that any
improvements and changes you make save energy in the long
run. For example, quality double glazing should last for around
20 years, and LED lightbulbs can last up to 25,000 hours.
Making these investments can put you on the path to a
sustainable road. 

Aspiring to an environmentally friendly home may seem like a
daunting task at first. However, by installing insulation,
considering material choices and maintaining what’s in place,
means that you can achieve a more energy efficient,
sustainable home. By making these simple changes, you can
still be sustainable without having to live among the trees.

Making your home environmentally friendly 
~ How small changes can make a big difference ~

Property Maintenance
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Finland’s approach to social housing is pretty unrivalled. The Nordic
nation is a champion at tackling homelessness — it’s the only country in
the European Union (EU) where it’s actually falling. In contrast, research
by homeless charity Shelter has revealed that between 4,000 and 5,000
people bed down on the UK’s streets each night. Nick Cowley, managing
director of windows and doors manufacturer Euramax, investigates the UK
homeless crisis, and how the construction industry can help provide a
solution.

In 2008, Finland adopted its Housing First approach to homelessness,
resulting in a 35 per cent reduction in people living without a fixed
address. Traditional homelessness policies work on a staircase model,
where rough sleepers must address issues such as drug addition and
mental health problems and seek help from temporary accommodation,
such as hostels and shelters, before moving up to permanent housing.
Housing First flips the staircase model on its head, offering people
housing unconditionally, providing a secure foundation to help them
rebuild their lives.

Building an end to
homelessness
~Modular construction of permanent accommodation

for the homeless~

Modular Buildings



In the UK, the number of households in temporary
accommodation has increased by over 75 per cent since 2010,
and the number of rough sleepers has almost doubled.
Perhaps it’s time that the UK took a leaf out of Finland’s book
and invested further into providing permanent accommodation
for homeless people. With its cost-effectiveness and ability to
significantly shorten construction time, without compromising
building quality, modular construction provides a viable way to
deliver permanent housing to help tackle homelessness.

Building benefits
Modular construction involves fabricating sections of a

building, such as walls, roofs, rooms or even whole living
units, away from the construction site in a manufacturing
facility. The manufacturing facilities combine specialised staff
and automated equipment to expertly construct individual parts
of the home. The modules are then transported to the
construction site and lifted into place, and joined together to
form a complete building.

Building of the modules in a factory can continue through the
night using automated machinery, and occur simultaneously
with site preparation and foundation work. The controlled
factory environment lessens weather disruption, as many
outdoor construction projects are delayed by rain, which can
delay electrical work, and wind, which can prevent work at
height. 

Automated production techniques and advanced robotics
allow superior monitoring of processes, minimising mistakes.
Many quality checks can be performed before leaving the
factory, ensuring any faults that do occur can be resolved
before the modules are bought to site. Because of these
reasons, modular builds can be completed up to 50 per cent
quicker than traditional construction methods, shortening
waiting times for housing.

Successful results
The highly controlled space for manufacturing allows the

construction project to be better planned and processed,
keeping costs down through less wasted materials and time.
Project expenses are also reduced by the overall shortened
construction time, which lowers labour costs. The reduced price
of modular construction provides a cost effective option for
accommodation. Homes made using traditional construction

methods typically cost at least £150,000 to build, and average
UK rent prices are over £800 per month. 

In addition, by using the correct materials and techniques,
modular builds can be constructed with the same efficiency as
traditional houses, ensuring they are economical to run.
Euramax supplies PVCu windows and doors to the modular
industry that are all rated A for efficiency. Our products are
manufactured in our dedicated manufacturing facility located in
South Yorkshire, and can be transported to pre-fabricated
construction sites anywhere in the country. 

Euramax’s bespoke service means we can work with our
installation partners to provide a high performance solution for
a range of applications, such as contained accommodation
units. Our PVCu doors are reinforced with galvanized steel for
added strength, providing a cost effective solution to security.
All our windows and doors are easy to install and meet the
specific demands of modular construction.

A modular solution
There are already projects in the UK where modular

construction is helping tackle homelessness. Last year,
Centrepoint, a charity dedicated to ending youth homelessness,
announced its Independent Living Programme. As part of this
plan, Centrepoint will work with builders to construct a number
of modular build affordable homes. Centrepoint aimed to build
300 new modular homes across London and Greater
Manchester by 2021. 

The accommodation units will provide young people with a
permanent home and affordable rent once they are ready to
move on from the charity’s services. At £50,000 a unit, these
modular builds provide a cost effective solution to providing
independent living. Centrepoint’s programme is the first of its
kind in the UK.

Finland is successfully tackling homelessness with its Housing
First approach, providing permanent accommodation
unconditionally. With homelessness rising in the UK, it’s time to
change our own strategy and prioritise affordable housing.
Modular construction is already being rolled out by Centrepoint
as a promising way to tackle homelessness. Modular builds
can provide quick and affordable housing — helping people
move from the streets to safe accommodation.

17
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With society increasingly reliant on electricity, interruptions in
power supplies have the potential to cause chaos, impacting
everything from our home lives to travel, business productivity
to data integrity and, in more extreme cases, loss of life and
damage to infrastructure. To mitigate this risk, having a backup
power source is crucial. With a reputation for being robust and
reliable, diesel generators provide an ideal solution, giving
owners peace of mind that they will provide a reliable power
source in the event of an outage. Yet, just like any other
internal combustion engine, lubrication, cooling systems, fuel
systems and electrics can develop faults. Paul Brickman from
Crestchic Loadbanks explores some of the common reasons for
generator failure. 

Battery failures
One of the most common causes of generator problems is

battery failure. In short, a failed battery won’t supply the
current the generator needs to start. Battery problems can be
caused by sulfation build up, which occurs when the lead
sulfates in the electrolyte begin to coat the battery’s lead
plates. As the sulfation builds on the plates, it inhibits the
electrical conversion, preventing the battery from providing the
current needed to start the generator.

Dirty and loose connections are the culprit for a host of
battery problems, from a build-up of lead debris in the
sedimentary trays to open cells caused by overcurrent or
insufficient battery capacity. Preventative maintenance is key to
overcoming these issues and overcoming potential failure
before it occurs. Cleaning and tightening of cable connections
and monitoring the charge rates on a regular basis will help to
ensure that your backup generator works as expected in the
event of a power outage. 

It is also worth bearing in mind that battery failure can occur
when the charger breaker is open or tripped. This is usually
due to human error, when the charger has been switched off
for maintenance. Ensure all testing and maintenance is carried
out by a skilled professional who will follow the relevant steps
and procedures to fully check a generator is working properly
after maintenance or repairs. 

Coolant levels and overheating
Low levels of coolant in the system cause overheating,

leading to a whole host of other issues, from melted bearings,
warped crankshafts and overheated cylinder heads through to
damage to the radiator core, exhaust valves and valve guides. 

Generator Failure

Common reasons for generator failure 
(and how to avoid them) 
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Overheating can be caused by low coolant levels, which may
indicate a leak somewhere in the system, commonly the block
heater hoses. To prevent issues, hoses should be checked
regularly for signs of wear, bulges and cracking; clamps should
be tightened to reduce the likelihood of leaks; and coolant
antifreeze and additives should be maintained to prevent
pitting and engine damage. However, while checking the
system and keeping an eye out for puddles of coolant is
important, overheating can also be caused by a build-up of dirt
and debris, a broken fan or fan belt, clogged injectors or air
filters, or low oil levels. 

The only way to accurately test a cooling system and ensure
that the thermostats are fully open is to test the generator
under load. Weekly running, while vital to the overall health of
the system, simply won’t cause the thermostat to open enough
to test the system - making loadbank testing the best way to
mitigate any issues.

Leaks or “wet stacking”
Very often, problems that are perceived to be oil leaks are

actually caused by “wet stacking”, where thick, dark liquid
drips from the engine’s exhaust and turbo chargers. Wet
stacking usually happens when engines operate significantly
below their rated output level (recommended levels vary
between manufacturers). This kind of excessive no-load run
time causes a build-up of unburned fuel deposits around the
combustion chamber, injector nozzles, piston rings, turbo
charger and exhaust. This, combined with condensed water
results in carbon particles and moisture gathering around the
exhaust system.

The potential impact of wet-stacking includes reduced power,
increased emissions and increased operational costs. When this
happens, the engine can be cleaned up by running it at full
load to burn off excess fuel, using a loadbank to place a load
on the system. If the generator is used below the rated output
level on a regular or consistent basis, consider pairing it with a
load bank more permanently to keep it running at 70-80% of
rated capacity and prevent a “wet stacking” from occurring. A

load tracking loadbank is ideal for this application. 

Emissions Issues
With emissions controls becoming increasingly stringent, the

use of exhaust aftertreatment systems is becoming more
commonplace. These tend to require the engine to be running
at an optimum load / temperature. If the generator does not
have sufficient load the performance of the aftertreatment
could be compromised, in this instance a loadbank can be
used to ensure sufficient load is provided to allow the
generator to run at its optimal performance level.

Fuel issues
The increased level of bio content in fuel can exacerbate

stagnating fuel issues causing microbial build-up in the fuel.
Ultimately, this build-up could result in the generator being
unable to run when called upon. Polishing / cleaning the fuel
removes harmful sediment such as water, sludge and microbial
contamination through filtration and circulation

Some generators are equipped with an auto shutdown
mechanism when the fuel reaches critical levels. Running out of
fuel, or problems caused by fuel stagnating in the system, can
be avoided by maintaining the fuel tanks and checking them
for water and contaminants which can damage the system. By
the same token, high fuel level alarms can be activated by
natural thermal expansion of the fuel on a hot day. 

Human error
Naturally, there are times when simple human error can cause

the generator not to start up when needed. The most common
issues relate to switches being left in the wrong position when
weekly checks are made. Control switches, battery chargers,
ground fault sensors and switchgear are often switched off as
part of routine checks, making it important that these are
checked and reset to prevent non-start situations, ideally by a
trained and experienced technician. 

Generator Failure



Alternator integrity 
The alternator is the part of the generator which converts the

mechanical energy of the engine into electrical energy, making
it vital to the effective performance of the system. Alternator
housing, windings, bearings, controls and cooling system
should all be included in your maintenance. A resistive-reactive
loadbank test will help to identify any problems and test the
alternator’s capability to provide the required voltage and
pinpoint any work that needs to be done to prevent the failure
of the generator. 

The role of loadbank testing 
The reality is often that those in charge of maintaining

backup power have no regular testing schedule, making an
assumption that occasionally powering the generator up,
testing for a minimal period, or a visual inspection, will
overcome any potential issues. By not testing the system
adequately, the generator is put at risk of failure - with the
fuel, exhaust and cooling system untested, along with the
potential for embedded moisture, putting the system in the
very high-risk category. 

Using a loadbank overcomes this risk, by applying a load to
the generator which imitates the operational or ‘real’ load that
a generator would use in normal operational conditions.
Properly planned and implemented, loadbanks can be used as
part of a preventative maintenance strategy, minimising the
likelihood of unscheduled breakdowns and outages and
effectively negating the potential risk of downtime. 

For more information on the role of load banks when
managing and maintaining generators, please visit
www.crestchicloadbanks.com 

Generator Failure
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As the role of door hardware expands and fire safety
continues to make the headlines, Karen Trigg of Allegion UK
outlines the importance of hardware selection and reminds
decision makers of how routine checks can save lives.

Door hardware is more than just a cosmetic consideration. In
fact, it plays a role in the operational integrity of a building,
and more crucially, is a key element of a facility’s fire safety
and security.

Fire doors and their accompanying hardware in particular,
require special attention. Install equipment that’s ineffecient
and suddenly you could put a whole building’s network of fire
safety measures at risk. And in light of this year’s debate on
the government’s planned fire safety reforms, the importance of
fire door hardware is now more valued than ever.

The expanding role of hardware is also giving decision
makers extra considerations to make when choosing hardware.
From ease of integration to the flow of movement – various
factors can dictate a decision, potentially overwhelming some.
Yet, decision makers must remember that they have a
responsibility to ensure both a door and its hardware operate
effectively – even after installation.

A change in culture
Fire doors are designed to protect occupants from the spread

of fire, smoke and toxic fumes. Because of this, hardware
(including handles, closers and hinges) must meet certain
standards and Continuing Professional Development (CPD)
requirements. 

However, phase one of the Grenfell Inquiry has once again
reminded us that not all buildings are meeting these
requirements. In fact, detailed Grenfell reports have raised
questions over the integrity of the fire doors, focusing on the
failure of compartmentalisation and broken self-closing
mechanisms on flat entrance doors. With incorrect hardware
selection or failed maintenance to blame, this case, like many
others, should become the catalyst for change – before the
safety of others is jeopardised. 

Today, hardware is designed to adapt and tackle almost all
fire safety, security and operational challenges that a building
can throw its way. From access and emergency egress elements
to the more unique and defined details such as flow of
movement, its importance simply can’t be understated. But too
often, as with other purchasing decisions, cost can sometimes
triumph over quality.

With this in mind, industry experts are calling for a change in
fire safety culture. Although there are various elements and
touchpoints to consider, one area that must change quickly is
how we choose our door hardware. Manufacturers, architectural
ironmongers and installers must all recognise that a ‘one size
fits all’ solution doesn’t exist and, instead, make adequate,
proactive choices.

It never has been acceptable to install substandard
equipment. We must build on industry education and move
away from reactive decisions because fire safety requires extra
consideration – even after a decision on hardware has been
made.

Door Hardware

The True Importance of Door
Hardware Selection
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Routine checks
Even with the correct door hardware in place, operational life

can be significantly reduced if basic maintenance is neglected.
Previously, best practice guidelines have suggested that the
performance of self-closers should be checked once every six
months. However, in line with the failings of various buildings,
the ‘Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government’
has proposed quarterly fire door checks as part of their
updated fire safety reforms.

From door furniture to panic and emergency exit hardware,
building owners must ensure all doors are well kept and
operational to meet health and safety requirements. Most
entrances endure repeated use, especially in buildings with a
high footfall, which means durability can sometimes become an
issue. However, both occupants and qualified teams can
undertake a number of hardware checks as part of regular
maintenance periods.

Visual inspections can determine whether a door and its
hardware has attained any damage. Both the physical door and
its surrounding frame and hardware can become damaged over
time. However, if its functionality is being effected, the

damaged area should be replaced immediately. 

Functional checks are also key to maintaining a door’s fire
safety and operational elements. These checks will reveal
whether hardware is still operating effectively, without requiring
any undue force. Seals or weatherstripping can sometimes
become loose and inhibit the correct operation of a fire door
and may need to be replaced. Similarly, some fixings may need
to be tightened to ensure that the door can swing freely. By
completing these checks, not only will facility managers expand
the lifespan of their hardware, but they’ll also protect the lives
of occupants.

Proactive Behaviour
Simply put, the choice of hardware will always be integral in

the success of a facility’s fire safety. With various high profile
failings being publicised it’s clear that a change in approach to
fire safety is long overdue. With the development of new fire
safety reforms, we now should be guiding those responsible to
better standards within their own buildings. After all, it only
takes the failure of one designated fire door to spell disaster.

Door Hardware
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